
How To Start Your Online Video Streaming

Business With A Netflix clone!

In the digital age, people now have an abundance of technologies at their disposal.

From

smartphones to laptops, everyone’s got access to the Internet these days. As a

result, more and more people are turning to the Internet to store their media files

and watch them online — especially when they’re looking for a quick

entertainment fix before heading home from work or school. But there’s a problem

with that: just because you can access the Internet via your smartphone or tablet

doesn’t mean you can stream video from it as well! For most people who operate a



business online, including streamers and videographers, the Google Chrome

browser is already their default browser. That means they can easily connect their

machine to the Internet via any device that is internet-enabled — whether it be a

desktop computer, smartphone, or laptop. However, what if you want to start your

own business with an online presence that won’t require you to own a computer or

set up anything special? Well then consider this: there are already plenty of things

you can do with Google Chrome that wouldn’t be possible with an actual

computer!

Like streaming, Online Gaming, Browsing, live Chatting, etc. But launching a live

streaming platform like Netflix, Hulu, or Disney Plus Hotstar, will be a tougher

task than you think. And their economic growth is raising every year according to

parrot analytics their demand in 2021 is given below



Netflix holds 48.3% in this you can get a clear view of Netflix demand. Starting a

business like Netflix may be a good idea. But now one question will arise in your

mind. How to start this streaming business? How to develop a Netflix-like

clone? You may think it's impossible but with our Appkodes everything is

possible. We provide precisely crafted Netflix clone to get started with your

video-on-demand business.

Technologies used in Appkodes Netflix clone

● Java

● Hive

● Chukwa

● Cassandra

● Mysql

● Apache Tomcat

● Hadoop

● Gluster

With these technologies, our Netflix clone script is standing on top of the market.

You may get Netflix clones available in the market but they will not have the

quality and functionalities we provide. Our trained Quality Analysts test our

product to make it big-free and issue-free when it is delivered to you. Share your

feedback below on WhatsApp

Contact:-

Whatsapp: +919003326496

https://appkodes.com/netflix-clone/
https://appkodes.com/netflix-clone/
https://api.whatsapp.com/send?phone=919003326496&text=Hi,Shall%20we%20have%20further%20discussion%20on%20our%20Appkodes%20products?%20https://appkodes.com/real-estate-script/


Skype live : Appkodesales


